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Escape to France
The Paris Effect
K.S.R. Burns
Optioned for film and TV, #1 Amazon best seller
Friendship, loss, and an enchanting trip to Paris… Amy and Kat
had a plan: a secret trip to Paris. Even Amy’s husband wouldn’t
know about it. But when Amy loses Kat to cancer, she knows
the plan has disappeared forever. Or has it?
Guided by Kat’s bold voice and dissatisfaction with her own
calorie-counting life in Phoenix, Amy takes the plunge and
sneaks off to Paris without telling a soul. Once there, however,
she finds that her problems have come right along with her.
Through adventures laced with luscious food and a glimpse into
an unexpected side of Paris, Amy learns that often in life, love,
and friendship, nothing is exactly as it seems. Will Amy choose her new life in Paris or revive the
one she left behind?
Reviews:
A lovely ode to Paris, friendship, spontaneity and forks–both on the plate and in the road. – Kirkus Reviews
Replete with delectable food, poignancy, humor, dark secrets and portents of illumination – which is as it should be
for a story set in the City of Light. – Bellingham Herald
A novel that will make you message the author and ask her whether there will be a next book… a brilliant read.
– The Writing Garnet
Sales/Marketing Note:
Optioned for film and TV by Papazian-Hirsch Entertainment in February 2018. Translation
rights sold to Portugal’s 20/20 Editora in Spring 2018. Audiobook rights purchased by Tantor
Media in Fall 2017. The book has 170 Five Star reviews on Amazon.
Genre: Women’s Fiction
Publication date: May 2016
Retail price: $12.99 paperback; $4.99 ebook
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Escape to France
Paris Ever After
K.S.R. Burns
#1 Amazon best-selling author in Women’s Fiction
Amy traded a stale life and crumbling marriage back in Phoenix
for adventure in Paris. She conquered her lifelong obsession
with food and learned to enjoy a good croissant.
Then, on Amy’s thirtieth birthday, two unexpected visitors leave
her wondering if she will soon be saying au revoir to the City of
Light and the new life she struggled to build. Her estranged
husband, Will, shows up—but is he interested in reconciliation
or separation? And a young woman who arrives on Amy’s
doorstep unleashes chaos that could push Amy out into the
street.
Amid secrets and surprises, set in enchanting gardens, cozy cafés, and glittering Parisian streets,
Amy must choose between two very different worlds. And each has a claim on her heart.
Reviews:
An entertaining read for Francophiles, foodies, and romantics. – Kirkus Reviews
…a highly recommended story for a stormy night, a stormy heart… – Midwest Book Review
Magnifique! Fall in love with Amy as she stumbles through her new life in Paris, gradually learning what means
the most in her unscripted world. – Patricia Sands, author of the best-selling Love in Provence series
Sales/Marketing Note:
Paris Ever After launched with more than 250 pre-orders and reached a ranking of 3,000 on
Amazon during its first week of publication. Audiobook rights purchased by Tantor Media a
week later.
Genre: Women’s Fiction
Publication date: May 2018
Retail price: $12.99 paperback; $4.99 ebook
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Escape to France
A Perfumer’s Secret
Adria J. Cimino
Amazon best-selling author
Zoe inherits a perfume scent that could be the key to revealing
her mother’s long-lost family and hidden past. It also might give
her the edge she needs to win a prestigious fragrance contract—
and defeat her rival, a passionate Frenchman named Philippe,
once and for all. But when the formula is mysteriously stolen,
Zoe embarks on a life-changing quest to reclaim her legacy.
Set in the fragrant flower fields of Provence, the “wonderfully
drawn cast of characters” (Anne Girard, author of Madame
Picasso) in this “beautifully written” (Readers’ Favorite) saga will
send you on a sweeping trek across the South of France.
Reviews:
Filled with the vivid sites and scents of alluring Provence, Ms. Cimino delivers an intriguing story of love, family
ties… and French perfume. – Anne Girard, author of Madame Picasso
Journey into a perfumer's world where lush French scenery, long-held family secrets, irresistible romance, and
magnificent scents are brought to life. – Juliette Sobanet, best-selling author
If you marvel at the color of sunrise or the smell of jasmine in a summer afternoon, then you should read A
Perfumer's Secret. – Carmen’s Books and Movies Reviews
The characters are strong and there is so much detail that gives them layers and depth, ensuring they stay with you
long after you turn the final page. – The French Village Diaries
Sales/Marketing Note:
Audiobook rights purchased by Tantor Media in Fall 2017. Invited to join the Amazon Prime
Reading program in Summer 2017.
Genre: Women’s Fiction
Publication date: May 2016
Retail price: $12.99 paperback; $4.99 ebook
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Escape to France
Paris, Rue des Martyrs
Adria J. Cimino
Amazon best seller in Literature & Fiction
The tranquil apartment building on Rue des Martyrs holds
secrets, tumultuous relationships and strangers whose lives
entwine in intriguing and unexpected ways…
Rafael Mendez arrives in Paris one rainy night looking for a trace
of his birth mother. Instead, he finds himself tangled in a web of
lies and facing startling discoveries about his family. His path
crosses with those of Cecile, Andre and Mira, who also are on
life-changing quests: to uncover family secrets, to grasp a new
chance at love and to repair mistakes of the past.
Will they help each other move forward, or will the truths they
unravel leave them shattered forever?
Reviews:
Cimino puts her finger on the theory of degrees of separation and delivers a wonderful story exemplifying the
network of connectedness around us every day. – Ivory Owl Reviews
An intriguing story and a treat for those who might be at least a little familiar with the neighborhood.
– Glynn Young, Amazon Vine Voice
Since I was emotionally drawn to the characters, I couldn’t wait to see what happened next. Of course, that’s
WHY I stayed up until 3 a.m. to finish it. – Mom’s Small Victories blog
Sales/Marketing Note:
Paris, Rue des Martyrs sold more than 2,600 ebooks during a BookBub price promo and rose to
#34 overall in the Kindle Store. It was featured in the Literary Fiction category. In the months
that followed, it sold between 5 and 15 copies a day at full price.
Genre: Literary Fiction
Publication date: January 2015
Retail price: $12.99 paperback; $4.99 ebook
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Escape to France
Confessions of a Paris Party Girl
Vicki Lesage
#1 Amazon Best Seller
When newly-single party girl Vicki moves to Paris, she hopes to
indulge in wine, stuff her face with croissants, and fall in love.
It proved to be much more difficile than she’d imagined.
In this laugh-out-loud memoir, this cheeky storyteller recounts
the highs and lows of her life in the City of Light. Sassy and
shamefully honest, Vicki makes you feel as if you’re right there
in Paris stumbling along the cobblestones with her.

break?

Will she find love? Will she learn to consume reasonable
amounts of alcohol? Will French bureaucracy ever cut her a

Reviews:
An entertaining inside look at what it’s like to be a 20-something American girl in the city of love.
– Global Living Magazine
An absolute delight from start to finish. – Books Are Cool
Paris. Wine. Croissants. If this sounds like your dream getaway, then get comfy because Vicki Lesage is about to
take you on a trip. – Novel Notions
Sales/Marketing Note:
Audiobook rights purchased by Tantor Media in Fall 2017.
Genre: Memoir
Publication date: January 2014
Retail price: $11.99 paperback; $4.99 ebook
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Escape to France
Confessions of a Paris Potty Trainer
Vicki Lesage
#1 Amazon Best Seller
A hilarious story about motherhood in Paris, where apparently
not all kids are well-behaved… Former party girl Vicki has
traded wine bottles for baby bottles. If she’s awake at 3 a.m. it’s
because of a crying baby, not a wild night out on the town.
From mishaps at the maternity ward to writing baby résumés in
order to get her children into daycare, parenting two French kids
has really thrown her for a loop.
Apparently French women don’t get fat, yet Vicki’s having a
heck of a time losing the baby weight with croissants staring at
her from every patisserie. And supposedly French kids don’t
throw food? Hers do! Even with her ever-patient French husband by her side, can Vicki survive
motherhood in the City of Light?
Reviews:
I had to wipe tears from my eyes from laughing so hard. – Pretty Little Book Reviews
Vicki charms us with her wit and humor about life in Paris. – Michelle R. Oeltjen, author of Love, Lies &
Lessons Learned
So funny and so true! I highly recommend this funny and entertaining book. – Janina Rossiter, author of
children’s book series Tovi the Penguin
Sales/Marketing Note:
Invited to join the Amazon Prime Reading program in Spring 2018.
Genre: Memoir
Publication date: May 2014
Retail price: $11.99 paperback; $4.99 ebook
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Escape to France
That’s Paris
Multiple Authors
#1 Hot New Release
If you’ve ever traveled to Paris or dreamed of setting foot on its
cobblestone streets, you’ll enjoy escaping into this collection of
short stories about France’s famed capital.
From culinary treats (and catastrophes) to swoon-worthy
romantic encounters (and heartbreaking mishaps), this anthology
takes you on a journey through one of the most beautiful cities
in the world.
Visit this cosmopolitan metropolis through the eyes of Parisians,
francophiles and travelers who fell in love with the city. Fasten
your seat belts and prepare for landing – you’ll soon be arriving in Paris through the pages of this
humorous and heartwarming book!
Reviews:
I sighed, chuckled, cried, and laughed until I cried as I read my way through the collection, one story at a time like
one bite after another of a superb multifaceted meal, brilliantly prepared and impeccably served.
– Eleanore Trupkiewicz, Engraved: All Things Writing
Perfect for armchair travel enthusiasts who want to get away anytime they have a few spare minutes.
– Lynn Morrison, The Nomad Mom Diary
Genre: Anthology
Publication date: February 2015
Retail price: $11.99 paperback; $4.99 ebook
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Secrets & Lies
Letters for Scarlet
Julie C. Gardner
More than 100 Five Star reviews on Amazon
What would you do if you received a letter from your past self?
Sweet Corie and fiery Scarlet were best friends. Inseparable.
Sisters of the heart. Until that one life-changing night they both
wish they could take back…
Twenty-eight-year old Corie Harper embarks on an emotional
journey after receiving a graduation letter she forgot she wrote.
Although she spent a decade hiding her secrets, each page
reminds her of the friendship she lost with her best friend,
Scarlet, when her now-husband, Tucker, got between them.
Scarlet, who hasn’t seen Corie since, blazed her own path and left the past far behind. Or so she
thinks. Pregnant with a baby she’s scared to have, Scarlet must decide if she wants to continue
alone or find the courage to mend her broken friendship.
Can these former best friends overcome the betrayal that changed their lives?
Reviews:
A fresh look at the complexity of friendship and family with depth and a great deal of heart. – USA Today
best-selling author Robin Bielman
This fine debut novel convincingly explores the ties of love and friendship at the breaking point. – L. Gott,
The Fictional 100.
Poetic, almost literary in places, this novel ensnared me from the start… Each character was painted with a fine
brush, brought to life with different perspectives. – Lilac Mills book blog
Sales/Marketing Note:
Audiobook rights purchased by Tantor Media in Spring 2018. Invited to join the Amazon Prime
Reading program in Spring 2018.
Genre: Women’s Fiction
Publication date: April 2016
Retail price: $12.99 paperback; $4.99 ebook
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Secrets & Lies
Close to Destiny
Adria J. Cimino
#1 best seller in Time Travel Romance and Magical
Realism
Why does Kat feel she knows Will when she’s never met him
before? Or has she?
Kat has been too busy fighting the demons of her past to focus
on love. But when she meets charismatic Will in London her
world is turned upside down.
An enigmatic woman named Destiny, saying she has a secret to
share, whisks Kat and Will off to magical midnight parties where
champagne flows freely and nothing is what it seems, almost like
the soirées are happening in another time. And then there are those dreams that unfold in an
elegant 19th century British castle…
Torn between fear of the unknown and fascination at what might happen between her and Will,
Kat must find the courage to change her life and discover true love.
Reviews:
An absolutely beautiful writer. – Kristy Woodson Harvey, author of Dear Carolina
A remarkable and fantastical journey! Adria J. Cimino spins a web of believable magic, love that transcends time,
betrayal, redemption, and above all… Destiny. – Amy Impellizzeri, author of award-winning novel
Lemongrass Hope.
Genre: Women’s Fiction
Publication date: March 2015
Retail price: $12.99 paperback; $4.99 ebook
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Secrets & Lies
The Creepshow
Adria J. Cimino
Amazon best-selling author
Wanda Julienne was the perfect employee. Until she had a baby.
Wanda is living the dream in Paris – the perfect job, a passionate
romance, and a lust for life. But when she returns to work from
maternity leave, her world is turned upside down. Suddenly,
everything she does is wrong, at least in the eyes of
management. Add in a dose of sexual harassment, and Wanda,
who can't afford to lose her job, is trapped. To make matters
worse, the problems at work spill over to her personal life as she
pushes away her lover and her friends, and barely has time for
her baby.
Can Wanda learn to trust again and accept the help her loved ones so desperately want to give?
Will she emerge victorious over her unfair work situation and find her happy ever after in Paris?
Reviews:
…a heartfelt story that tackles the contemporary complexities of life, work, and love. – Amy Sue Nathan,
author of The Good Neighbor
Every working mom should read this book! – Amazon customer, 5-star review
Genre: Women’s Fiction
Publication date: April 2016
Retail price: $11.99 paperback; $4.99 ebook
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Fun & Flirty
Frosted Cowboy
Charlene Ross
After Laney Delaney gets unfairly booted from her designer job
at a bridal boutique and catches her fiancé cheating, she drowns
her sorrows with a Frosted Cowboy cocktail—and locks eyes
with a sexy stud at the bar. Faced with a life full of fresh
possibilities, Laney embarks on a new career path while
stumbling through the L.A. dating scene.
Laney is on the verge of reinventing her life and finding her true
passion. But the journey is full of embarrassing bumps, hilarious
mishaps and wrong turns. Can Laney find her way and learn to
believe in herself?

Reviews:
Ross’s romantic women’s fiction debut is a sweet, funny tale of a woman’s gradual self-discovery…
– Publishers Weekly
Buy this book… in fact buy multiple copies and hand them out to your friends and keep one in your freezer in case
your house catches fire. It’s that good. Great story, great writing and great characters, a true chick lit success.
– Hello… Chick Lit blog
Charlene’s first-person storytelling keeps the reader in the moment with Laney, and her breezy, conversational prose
goes down smooth – much like I imagine the novel’s eponymous cocktail does. – Cameron D. Garriepy blog
Sales/Marketing Note:
Frosted Cowboy sold more than 900 ebooks in the Chick Lit category after a BookBub price promo
and saw an ongoing increase in its “pages read” in the Kindle Unlimited program.
Genre: Chick Lit/Romantic Comedy
Publication date: February 2016
Retail price: $11.99 paperback; $2.99 ebook
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Fun & Flirty
Perfect Mishap: The Perfect Disaster Series
Aimee Horton
Amazon UK best-selling author
When Dottie and her husband move to a tiny village, she’s
excited to make new friends. Especially since she’s been cooped
up with her two young troublemaking children for what seems
like years but has probably only been months? She can’t even tell
anymore since she’s so sleep-deprived.
But when the neighbors uncover a scandalous incident, all fingers
point to Dottie… Can she clear her name before her reputation is
permanently ruined?
You’ll be laughing right along with gin-drinking amateur sleuth
Dottie in this delightfully funny romp!
Reviews:
Laugh-out-loud funny! – Kerry Barrett, author of A Step in Time
Sharp, hysterically funny, touching and real. – Rachael Lucas, author of Coming Up Roses
Genre: Chick Lit
Publication date: October 2015
Retail price: $11.99 paperback; $2.99 ebook
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Fun & Flirty
Nashville by Heart
Tina Ann Forkner
Award-winning author
A happily ever after romance, Nashville style… Small-town girl
Gillian Heart moved to Nashville to get a record deal, not end
up on some playboy’s arm. She knows she shouldn’t get too
personal with music agent Will Adams, who has broken plenty
of hearts in this city. But Will is different around her, and
neither of them can deny the spark.
As the spark turns to love and Gillian’s career starts to take off,
she believes her Nashville dream is finally coming true. Until
Will makes a move that brings back memories of the father who
abandoned her and puts all she’s built in jeopardy.
Can Gillian learn to trust Will—and herself—and let her country music dream take flight? Or will
the comfort of life in her hometown pull her back?
Reviews:
Will and Gillian’s story left my heart smiling with happiness. – Kaira Rouda, USA Today best-selling
author of Laguna Nights and The Goodbye Year
Like its heroine, Tina Ann Forkner’s latest is sweet, wild, and a little bit crazy, with a loving heart that shines
on every page. – Joanne Kennedy, author of How to Wrangle a Cowboy
Genre: Clean Romance
Publication date: July 2016
Retail price: $11.99 paperback; $3.99 ebook
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Fun & Flirty
The Whole Man
CF Rose
A second chance with my first love, sexy baseball player Jesse
Walsh?
That’s not happening.
We made so many promises to each other over that one
passionate weekend ten years ago. I was in college, and he was
about to be called up to the Major Leagues. And then he walked
out on me. Just like that.
I told myself: If I ever see him again – which I won’t – I’ll tell
him off.
And now here he is, standing in front of me at the worst possible moment. Of course the
memories come flooding back when I see those rock-hard abs, the brooding blue-green eyes…
What’s he doing here in Orange County?
I should read him the riot act, but my body has something else in mind. It remembers his all too
well. And by the way he’s looking at me, his remembers mine.
I slip away this time, but there’s a next. And a next. Suddenly he’s everywhere, undressing me
with those penetrating eyes. When I give in, he leaves me wanting more after a steamy encounter
on his living room floor.
The timing of this isn’t exactly ideal. I’m dealing with a new job and a bad situation with my
creep of an ex-boyfriend. But Jesse seems serious this time, like he knows what he wants. Me.
And then I uncover a secret. A secret that could tear us apart forever…
Reviews:
The whole package… thoughtful, sexy, emotional, and sigh-worthy! – Robin Bielman, USA Today bestselling author
Enjoyable, fun and sexy! – Amazon customer, 5-star review
Genre: Sports Romance
Publication date: February 2017
Retail price: $11.99 paperback; $2.99 ebook
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What’s Cooking?
Chef Q in Paris: The Fall Collection
Didier Quémener
#1 Amazon best seller in French Cooking, Food & Wine
You don’t have to travel to Paris to eat like a Parisian! Instead,
pick up Chef Q in Paris: The Fall Collection for quick, delicious and
easy recipes that will have you shopping and cooking like a
Parisian in no time.
In this delightful cookbook, Parisian private chef Didier
Quémener shares recipes and cooking tips that will add some oh
la la to your culinary repertoire. This collection of creative and
international appetizers, mains and desserts also features:
• Secrets to cooking in “papillote” and tips for the creamiest soups
• Desserts that are delicious and good for you
• Anecdotes that transport you to France and tips for shopping for the best seasonal
produce—wherever you live
• A Thanksgiving wine list crafted from Chef Didier’s personal experiences spent enjoying
his favorite holiday in the U.S.
Check out Chef Q in Paris: The Fall Collection, the book that demystifies French cooking and helps
you prepare fresh, tasty meals that will leave your guests shouting encore!
Reviews:
A lovely little cookbook for autumn… These are recipes you would actually do, and the chef provides easy
instructions… Well done Chef Q! – Janice MacLeod, author of New York Times best seller Paris
Letters
A fabulous cookbook that is set apart from others by the chef’s warm personal narrative that is filled with
information about nutrition, chef’s tips, wine selection, culinary history and regional cuisine. A great read and a
culinary adventure. – Colleen Crawford on Amazon
I found my Fall cookbook! – Bibliophile Reviews
Sales/Marketing Note:
Didier is an executive chef at the award-winning Michel Roux Jr. Cookery School in London and
has nearly 12,000 followers on Twitter. This cookbook and Didier’s winter cookbook are
standalone books, but a publisher may easily acquire the rights to both books and publish as one
volume.
Genre: Cookbook
Publication date: August 2016
Retail price: $16.99 paperback; $2.99 ebook
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What’s Cooking?
Chef Q in Paris: The Winter Collection
Didier Quémener
#1 Amazon best-selling author in French Cooking, Food &
Wine
Wish you could spend a cozy winter in Paris? You can—from
the comfort of your own home with this cookbook by Parisian
private chef Didier Quémener. Learn how to quickly and easily
whip up French comfort food that will keep a smile on your face
all season long. And discover helpful tips and anecdotes that will
make you feel as if you’ve just shared an afternoon chatting with
the chef!
This collection of tasty recipes also features:
• The secret to making a light and flavorful French Onion Soup (Chef Didier shares his
grandmother’s recipe)
• A list to help you pair the perfect tea with your macarons
• A decadent Valentine’s Day menu that will put a little romance in the air
Make Chef Q in Paris: The Winter Collection your go-to cookbook for delicious, quick and easy
recipes that will delight you—and leave your guests shouting bravo!
Reviews:
Created out of love for flavor and food… I would recommend Chef Q in Paris: The Winter Collection to home
cooks and professional chefs alike. – Readers’ Favorite Book Reviews
My favorite thing about his cookbooks are the easy to follow directions and easy to find ingredients. This collection
of Winter recipes is sure to warm your belly! – January Gray Reviews
Didier’s anecdotes and advice again are a window into a charming character. – Amazon customer
Sales/Marketing Note:
Didier is an executive chef at the award-winning Michel Roux Jr. Cookery School in London and
has nearly 12,000 followers on Twitter. This cookbook and Didier’s fall cookbook are standalone
books, but a publisher may easily acquire the rights to both books and publish as one volume.
Genre: Cookbook
Publication date: November 2016
Retail price: $16.99 paperback; $2.99 ebook
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